Lebesgue's differentiation theorem (LDT) states that every monotonic real function is differentiable a.e. We investigate the validity of this theorem for functions with values in topological vector lattices. It is shown that a Fréchet lattice satisfies (LDT) iff it is isomorphic to a generalized echelon space, a Banach lattice satisfies (LDT) iff it is isomorphic to some / (T).
Introduction
By a well-known theorem of Lebesgue every monotonie real function is differentiable almost everywhere. The same then holds for every function of bounded variation. First attempts were made in the 1930's to generalize the latter result to functions with values in a Banach space. It turned out that not every Banach space allows such a generalization. This led to the concept of the Gel'fand property and later to that of the Radon-Nikodym property.
Consider, more generally, a locally convex space X. A function F : [0, 1 ] -* X is of bounded variation if for each continuous seminorm p on X the pvariation VpF of F is finite, where VpF = sup{X^=T01p(F,(i"+1) -E(tn)) : 0 = t0 < • • • < tN = 1, N G N}. The space X is then said to have the Gel'fand property if every function F : [0, 1] -» X of bounded variation is differentiable almost everywhere. It is well known that for Banach spaces the Gel'fand property is equivalent to the Radon-Nikodym property. For details see Diestel and Uhl [1] .
In this note we consider (real) topological vector spaces that have an additional compatible order structure. For these spaces one may investigate the validity of Lebesgue's original observation: Is every monotonie function from [0,1] into such a space differentiable almost everywhere? We show for a large class of locally convex vector lattices that Lebesgue's theorem holds iff the space is a generalized AL-space (see §2) with Gel'fand property. Moreover the space has to be discrete. In particular, Lebesgue's theorem holds in a Fréchet lattice iff it is isomorphic to an echelon space (gestufter Raum) with possibly uncountably many coordinates, it holds in a Banach lattice iff it is isomorphic to some lx(Y).
Generalized AL-spaces
A topological vector lattice is a vector lattice (Riesz space) with a vector space topology in which its positive cone is closed. A seminorm p on a vector lattice is called a Riesz seminorm if p(x) < p(y) for \x\ < \y\. A locally convex vector lattice is a topological vector lattice whose topology is induced by a separating family of Riesz seminorms (i.e., we assume the space to be locally solid). A complete locally convex vector lattice is a Fréchet lattice if this family can be chosen countable, a Banach lattice if a single Riesz norm suffices. In this paper we understand isomorphisms as isomorphisms between topological vector lattices if nothing else is said.
The concept of AL-spaces for Banach lattices has a natural generalization to locally convex vector lattices (cf. Wong and Ng [14] ):
Definition. A locally convex vector lattice F is a generalized AL-space if its topology can be defined by a family of Riesz seminorms p that are additive on the positive cone, i.e., with p(x + y) = p(x) + p(y) for x, y G E+ .
Note that a Banach lattice is a generalized AL-space iff it is isomorphic to an AL-space.
For a vector lattice E and a separating solid subspace F of the order dual F~ the topology \a\(E, F) on E is defined by the Riesz seminorms pAx) = l/KM) for x £ £ (f G F). Conversely, given a topological vector lattice E and a continuous Riesz seminorm p on E that is additive on E+, then f (x) = p(x+)-p(x~) for x G E defines a continuous positive linear functional on E, i.e., a positive element of the topological dual É . Consequently we have (cf. Wong [13, 4.2]): Theorem 1. Let E be a locally convex vector lattice. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) E is a generalized AL-space; (2) the topology of E coincides with \a\(E, E1) ; (3) for each continuous Riesz seminorm p on E there is a continuous positive linear functional f on E with p(x) < f(x) for x G E+ .
As in the case of Banach lattices, complete generalized AL-spaces have very strong properties. As defined in [5] , the topology of a topological vector lattice E is called Levi if each set in E that is directed upwards and bounded (in this topology) is order bounded; it is called Lebesgue if for each set A in E that is directed upwards and has a supremum (the filter of sections of) A converges to sup A. For a vector lattice E the dual E * is defined as the set of all functionals on E that are the difference of two order-continuous positive linear functionals. A vector lattice E is called perfect if the canonical map ~: E -> (Ex)x , x(f) = f(x) for x g E, f G Ex is a vector lattice isomorphism. We have: Theorem 2. Let E be a complete locally convex vector lattice that is a generalized AL-space. Then E has the following properties:
( 1 ) The topology of E is Levi and Lebesgue.
(2) E is order complete.
(3) E is perfect.
Proof. (I) and (2) follow as in the case of Banach lattices, see [9, II.8.2/3] . (3) then follows with [5, 33E] . D We want to show that every complete generalized AL-space has a representation as a certain function space. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff topological space and p a Radon measure on a cr-algebra X in X in the sense of [5, 73A] . Then Q.(X, X, p) = Q,(p) is defined as the space of (equivalence classes of) locally integrable real functions on X, i.e., of measurable functions /: X -> R that are integrable on every compact subset of X. Q. with La via Ag(f) = /(/• g)dp for f G L. Hence a subspace L of Q(p) is a Köthe space iff it is a perfect solid subspace that contains $>(p). With the help of a representation theorem due to Fremlin [4] we obtain: Theorem 3. Let E be a locally convex vector lattice. Then E is a complete generalized AL-space iff it is isomorphic to a Köthe space La under the topology \a\(La, L), where L is a solid subspace of some £l(p) containing $>(p) with p a Radon measure on a locally compact Hausdorff topological space.
Proof. For a solid subspace L of £l(p) with <£>(/*) c L one can identify La with Lx . Hence the space (La, \o\(La, L)) is clearly a generalized AL-space and complete by [5, 8ID] .
Conversely, let F be a complete generalized AL-space. Since the topology of E is Lebesgue, we have E' c Ex c F~ . Thus E1, being a solid subspace of the order complete space E~ , is order complete. Also E ~ Exx c E/x , hence E,x separates the points of E'. By [4, Theorem 6] there now is a Radon measure p on a locally compact Hausdorff topological space such that E1 is a vector lattice isomorphic to a solid subspace L of Sl(p) with O(p) c L, and E,x can be identified with La . By [5, 32C] , E can be identified with an order-dense solid subspace M of La . Since the topology of E equals \o\(E, E1) and is complete, it follows that E is isomorphic to M considered as a subspace of La under the topology |ot|(Lq , L) and that M is closed in La . Hence M = La because M is order-dense and \a\(La, (X,2Z,p) . L contains the characteristic function %K of every compact subset K of X. Thus L is seen to be discrete iff p is a purely atomic measure, i.e., iff every measurable set of positive measure contains a /¿-atom. It follows that L is discrete iff it is vector lattice isomorphic to a Köthe space in some <w(r) := Theorem 7. Let E be a complete locally convex vector lattice in which every positive linear functional is continuous. If E satisfies (LDT), then it is a discrete generalized AL-space and hence is isomorphic to a Köthe sequence space under its normal topology.
Proof. 1. If F satisfies (LDT), it is a generalized AL-space by Theorem 6. Assume that E is not discrete. Then there is a point a > 0 in E that is orthogonal to the band generated by the atoms of E . Let / be a continuous positive linear functional on E with f(a) = 1 . By Theorem 2, E is order complete and its topology is Lebesgue. Hence we can assume that f(x) > 0 for 0 < x < a. Since Proof. The necessity is clear by our last remark. Conversely, let X(P) be an echelon space with P = ((y\n))) and En the completion of the quotient X(P)/Nn under the topology induced by pn, where Nn = {(xt) : Y,, W^,"' = 0} anc* Pn((x,)) = E, \xt\y(,n), nsN.
Then En is isomorphic to lx(Yn) with Yn = {i: y) ^ 0} and X(P) is isomorphic to a closed linear sublattice of Y[nl (Yn). Since each / (Yn ) is an AL-space that has the Radon-Nikodym property, hence the Gel'fand property, it satisfies (LDT) by Theorem 6. The same then holds for E . D
For closely related characterizations of / (Y) in terms of convergence of certain (sub)martingales see Szulga [11] and Egghe [2] .
Kömura and Koshi [6] showed that every nuclear locally convex vector lattice is isomorphic to a Köthe sequence space (X, \o\(X, p)), where p is a subspace of Xa with p = X'. Thus we have (see the proof of Theorem 7):
